When you make configuration changes via the CLI, those changes affect the current running
configuration only. If the changes are not saved, they will be lost after the controller reboots. To save
your configuration changes so they are retained in the startup configuration after the controller
reboots, use the following command in enable mode:
(host) # write memory
Saving Configuration...
Saved Configuration

Both the startup and running configurations can also be saved to a file or sent to a TFTP server for
backup or transfer to another system.

Commands That Reset the Controller or AP
If you use the CLI to modify a currently provisioned and running radio profile, those changes take place
immediately; you do not reboot the controller or the AP for the changes to affect the current running
configuration. Certain commands, however, automatically force the controller or AP to reboot. You
may want to consider current network loads and conditions before issuing these commands, as they
may cause a momentary disruption in service as the unit resets. Note also that changing the lms-ip
parameter the in an AP system profile associated with an AP group will cause all APs in that AP group
to reboot.
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Commands that reset an AP

Commands that reset a controller

ap-regroup

reload

ap-rename

reload-peer-sc

apboot
apflash
provision-ap reprovision
ap wired-ap-profile <profile>
forward-mode {bridge|splittunnel|tunnel}
wlan virtual-ap <profile>
{aaa-profile
<profile>|forward-mode
{tunnel|bridge|splittunnel|decrypt-tunnel}|ssidprofile <profile>|vlan
<vlan>...}
ap system-profile <profile>
{bootstrap-threshold
<number>|lms-ip
<ipaddr>|master-ip <ipaddr>}
wlan ssid-profile <profile>
{battery-boost|denybcast|essid|opmode|strictsvp|wepkey1 <key>|wepkey2
<key>|wepkey3 <key>|wepkey4
<key>|weptxkey
<index>|wmm|wmm-be-dscp <besteffort>|wmm-bk-dscp
<background>|wmm-ts-min-inactint <milliseconds>|wmm-vi-dscp
<video>|wmm-vo-dscp
<voice>|wpa-hexkey <psk>|wpapassphrase <string>}
wlan dotllk <profile> {bcnmeasurement-mode|dot11kenable|force-dissasoc}

Command Line Editing
The system records your most recently entered commands. You can review the history of your actions,
or reissue a recent command easily, without having to retype it.
To view items in the command history, use the up arrow to move back through the list and the down
arrow key to forward. To reissue a specific command, press Enter when the command appears in the
command history. You can even use the command line editing feature to make changes to the command
prior to entering it.
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